The ecological and biotechnological services that microorganisms provide to the planet and human society highlight the need to understand and preserve microbial diversity, which is widely distributed, challenging the severity of certain environments. Cataloging this diversity has also challenged the methods that are currently used to isolate and grow microorganisms, because most of the microbiota that are present in environmental samples have been described as unculturable. Factors such as geographic isolation and host preference also hinder the assessment of microbial diversity. However, prejudiced historical practices, including the prioritization of some species of microorganisms merely because they cause diseases, have long shifted research on fungi and bacteria towards medically relevant microorganisms. Thus, most microorganisms that inhabit the planet are still unknown, as is the potential of these species. Current estimates allow us to predict that the diversity of microorganisms that are present in the various terrestrial ecosystems is enormous. However, understanding this diversity is a challenge for the future of microbial ecology research.
that conservation should be a priority for these areas [22] . However, according to Myers et al. [23] , approximately 44% of all species of vascular plants and 35% of all species in four groups of vertebrates are confined to 25 hotspots that cover only 1.4% of the Earth's land surface. Conservation efforts should therefore focus on these hotspots, given the high proportion of endangered species that they support. Data on biodiversity in marine ecosystems are even more obscure. Approximately 250,000 [24] to 274,000 [25] marine species, including 110 mammals, 16,475 fish, 7000 echinoderms, 44,950 crustaceans, 12,000 annelids, 52,525 mollusks, 15,000 platyhelminths, 10,000 foraminifera, and others may have already been described. However, these marine biodiversity estimates have differed widely among studies (e.g., [10, 11, 24, [26] [27] [28] ). Approximately 1635 marine species are described every year; however, a key question underlying these discoveries remains unanswered: How many of these species really are new species and how many are synonymous? Discoveries of synonymous species may account for 10 to 20% of all new species described in marine ecosystems [29] .
Thus, species classification and naming has not lost its historical complexity, because the species concept itself is still flawed. The following questions remain unanswered: How phenotypically or genetically different should an individual be from another to be considered a different species? Should a phenotypic difference be considered a determinant of a new species because it may result from a response to the environment? Does the occurrence of hybridity actually characterize interspecific crosses? Lastly, how much does our incomplete notion of the species concept affect the generation of ever-increasing diversity indices?
Microbial Diversity: What Do We Have?
Microbial diversity comprises the variety that is observed within highly genetically distinct groups, namely, bacteria, archaea, cyanobacteria, fungi, and viruses. Furthermore, the discovery and understanding of the diversity of microbial communities, that is, the number of species and their relative abundance, is an ecological priority. Locey and Lennon [30] used scaling laws to estimate global microbial diversity and predicted that the Earth is home to more than 1 trillion (10 12 ) microbial species ( Figure 1 ).
Considering this prediction, microbial biodiversity is apparently larger than expected by other researchers. For example, May [11] imagined that unicellular species, including species of the kingdom Monera (Domains Bacteria and Archaea) and eukaryotes of the kingdom Protista, would account for only 5% of all species on the planet, while fungi and plants would account for 22% of the existing species diversity, and animal diversity would actually be the highest, accounting for more than 70% of all living species. According to these estimates, prokaryotes would only account for a minute share of global biodiversity, but a study by Torsvik et al. [31] shows that there are likely millions of species in the Bacteria and Archaea domains, and that prokaryotic diversity in soils and sediments, estimated at 10 9 individual bacteria per gram of soil (10,000 species), is higher than that in aquatic environments. However, it is not possible to understand the relationship between the vast reservoir of species diversity observed in soils and that in marine and lacustrine environments. Following the same strategy, Gans et al. [32] predicted that 1 g of soil may contain more than 1 million distinct bacterial genomes, radically surpassing the estimates of Torsvik et al. [31] . In 2007, Roesch et al. [33] used species diversity estimators and obtained 52,000 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) per gram in samples from four different soils, with Bacteroidetes, Betaproteobacteria, and Alphaproteobacteria being the most abundant bacterial groups in the four soils tested. However, Bouchet [29] studied marine diversity and predicted that 4800 bacterial species inhabit the oceans; this number is higher than that estimated for any other group of marine organisms. Furthermore, approximately 1000 cyanophytes and 500 fungal species are also present in marine environments. It is unclear, however, why the marine diversity of Archaea is apparently much lower than the marine bacterial diversity. Are Archaea more vulnerable to extinction or inherently less prone to speciation? [34] . Estimates of the number of microbial species present in the three domains of life. Bacteria are the oldest and most biodiverse group, followed by Archaea and Fungi (the most recent groups). It is estimated that on the planet there are 3 million species of living organisms [11] , but strangely, the number of microorganisms has been estimated at 1 trillion [30] .
Currently, the number of validly published names of prokaryotic species is approximately 12,000, although this number is clearly an underestimate, because more than 1.5 million animal species are known [35] , and prokaryotic diversity is recognized as the highest on the planet. Nevertheless, the absolute species diversity of prokaryotes is widely regarded as unknown and unknowable at any scale in any environment, because the extent of such diversity is considered beyond practical calculation [36] (Figure 1 ). However, because not all species in a community need to be counted to estimate the number of different taxa in it, local and global prokaryotic diversity may be estimated, for example, with species abundance curves [34] . Thus, the diversity of prokaryotic communities may be related to the ratio of two measurable variables, the total number of individuals in a community, and the abundance of the most abundant members of that community. Using this approach, Curtis et al. [34] obtained the following estimates of small-scale bacterial diversity: in oceans-160 species per ml; in soils-from 6400 to 38,000 species per g; and in sewage-70 species per ml; and of large-scale bacterial diversity: in oceans-bacterial biodiversity may be higher than 2 × 10 6 species, whereas a ton of soil may contain 4 × 10 6 different taxa.
Over the last few decades, molecular-phylogenetic studies have allowed the development of a robust map of evolutionary diversification and showed that diversity is primarily microbial [37] , because microorganisms have inhabited the planet for longer than any other group of living organisms. The first living organism is estimated to have appeared on the planet approximately 3.5 billion years ago. The lithotrophic metabolism of this first life form preceded phototrophy and organotrophy; thus, lithotrophic organisms became more widespread, phylogenetically and geographically, than other organisms that followed [38] . The consensus on primary metabolism is that molecular phylogenies need to recover the anaerobic lineages at the base of prokaryotic trees, with autotrophic, acetogenic, and methanogenic organisms being good candidates for the ancestral state of the physiology of bacteria and archaea [39] . The adaptive success of inorganic autotrophs, and the subsequent success of the first phototrophs, is shown by the current existence of purple sulfur bacteria, green sulfur bacteria, and cyanophytes. The first photosynthetic organism may have appeared on the planet approximately 2.5 billion years ago. The existence of photosynthetic life forms changed the entire primitive atmosphere through oxygen accumulation. As the atmospheric O2 concentration increased, another type of microbial metabolism emerged, aerobic heterotrophic metabolism, which became evolutionarily convenient. Accompanying the success and persistence of the abovementioned metabolisms, a large number of evolutionary diversifications emerged within the groups, resulting in the formation of two large domains, Archaea and Bacteria. Currently, we recognize more than 40 primary bacterial divisions and 12 or more divisions in Archaea [37, 40, 41] . Because these groups have been present on the planet longer than other groups of living organisms, Archaea and Bacteria may have diversified more and therefore potentially harbor the greatest Figure 1 . Estimates of the number of microbial species present in the three domains of life. Bacteria are the oldest and most biodiverse group, followed by Archaea and Fungi (the most recent groups). It is estimated that on the planet there are 3 million species of living organisms [11] , but strangely, the number of microorganisms has been estimated at 1 trillion [30] .
Over the last few decades, molecular-phylogenetic studies have allowed the development of a robust map of evolutionary diversification and showed that diversity is primarily microbial [37] , because microorganisms have inhabited the planet for longer than any other group of living organisms. The first living organism is estimated to have appeared on the planet approximately 3.5 billion years ago. The lithotrophic metabolism of this first life form preceded phototrophy and organotrophy; thus, lithotrophic organisms became more widespread, phylogenetically and geographically, than other organisms that followed [38] . The consensus on primary metabolism is that molecular phylogenies need to recover the anaerobic lineages at the base of prokaryotic trees, with autotrophic, acetogenic, and methanogenic organisms being good candidates for the ancestral state of the physiology of bacteria and archaea [39] . The adaptive success of inorganic autotrophs, and the subsequent success of the first phototrophs, is shown by the current existence of purple sulfur bacteria, green sulfur bacteria, and cyanophytes. The first photosynthetic organism may have appeared on the planet approximately 2.5 billion years ago. The existence of photosynthetic life forms changed the entire primitive atmosphere through oxygen accumulation. As the atmospheric O 2 concentration increased, another type of microbial metabolism emerged, aerobic heterotrophic metabolism, which became evolutionarily convenient. Accompanying the success and persistence of the abovementioned metabolisms, a large number of evolutionary diversifications emerged within the groups, resulting in the formation of two large domains, Archaea and Bacteria. Currently, we recognize more than 40 primary bacterial divisions and 12 or more divisions in Archaea [37, 40, 41] . Because these groups have been present on the planet longer than other groups of living organisms, Archaea and Bacteria may have diversified more and therefore potentially harbor the greatest biological diversity. This is suggested by a new version of the tree of life produced by Hug et al. [42] , which shows the dominance of microbial diversification over other groups of living organisms. This tree was constructed considering 92 bacterial phyla, 26 Archaea phyla, and all five eukaryotic supergroups. However, another explanation for the existence of such a large number of bacterial species has been proposed: it is possible that the speciation rate in this group is higher than the extinction rate, leading to an increasing number of species over time [43] .
In the early 1990s, Hawksworth [44] published a seminal paper that calculated estimates of the number of fungal species inhabiting the planet. The estimate of 1.5 million species was initially well accepted but currently seems rather conservative, since many potential habitats and locations have not yet been tested for the presence of these microorganisms [45] . More recent studies using molecular data have reported more optimistic estimates. For example, O'Brien et al. [46] tested DNA samples from a soil microbial community in which the high species accumulation rate observed suggested the existence of 3.5 to 5.1 million species. The discrepancies between estimates led Hawksworth [47] to recommend using the phrase "at least 1.5 but probably up to 3 million" until some of the uncertainties are clarified.
Despite the high estimates of the number of fungal species on the planet, only 100,000 species of fungi are currently known [48] , comprising isolates associated with living or dead biological material, such as symbionts, parasites, or saprobes. If we confirmed the existence of at least 1 million species of fungi, the challenge would be to know where the 0.9 million unknown fungi are. This task becomes even more complex when we consider the various functional traits observed within fungi. Would most unknown fungi be associated with roots in mycorrhizal associations? Would they be living in plant tissues endophytically? Or would they be associated with insects or algae? Or are they in unexplored habitats? It is also possible that the unexplored fungal diversity is part of the group of unculturable microorganisms.
The hypothesis that tropical regions harbor the greatest fungal diversity on the planet must still be tested; however, because experts confirm this hypothesis for other living organisms, it is also assumed to be true for fungi [49] . Gilbert et al. [50] assessed the diversity of polypore fungi in a tropical forest in Panama and observed a relationship between increased population density of host plants and increased fungal diversity. This relationship may explain why tropical forests, naturally denser than other forests, are the front-runners for habitats with the highest fungal diversity on the planet. The same effect was shown by Brundrett and Ashwath [51] in a study of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) in tropical rainforest areas in Australia, where they found an increase in the abundance of AMF spores in habitats with dense vegetation. Similarly, Schimann et al. [52] showed that vegetation cover has an important effect on the structure of fungal assemblages inhabiting the soil and leaf litter of Amazon forests. In a study conducted in French Guiana, this group identified associations between tree species and soil and leaf litter fungi, and this association explained up to 18% of the variation among the fungal communities sampled in the forest.
Fungal diversity is currently divided into four phyla, namely, the aquatic basal phylum Chytridiomycota, which has approximately 1000 known species [53] ; the polyphyletic phylum Zygomycota, with just over 1000 described species [54] ; the subphylum Mucoromycotina [54] , which includes 300 species; the large phylum Ascomycota, with approximately 64,000 known species; and the phylum Basidiomycota, with 32,000 species [54] [55] [56] . In 2001, based on phylogenetic analyses of the small ribosomal RNA subunit, Schüβler et al. [57] introduced a new classification proposal for the kingdom Fungi involving the transfer of AMF from the division Zygomycota to the new division Glomeromycota, which is a sibling group of the clade comprising the divisions Basidiomycota and Ascomycota.
Regarding mycorrhizal fungi, estimates suggest the existence of approximately 50,000 species that form associations with approximately 250,000 plant species [58] . From 300 to 1600, fungal taxa may be associated with plants, forming arbuscular mycorrhizae, and these fungi belong only to the phylum Glomeromycota [59, 60] . Regarding ectomycorrhizal fungi, Comandini et al. [61] conservatively estimated, based on bibliographic research, that the species richness of this group is approximately 7950 taxa distributed across 234 genera. These global diversity values, comprising Basidiomycota and Ascomycota fungi, were confirmed by Tedersoo et al. [62] . Orchidaceous mycorrhizal fungi, which are known to associate only with orchids, are widespread in the phylum Basidiomycota and may comprise approximately 25,000 taxa [58] , whereas ericoid mycorrhizal fungi, which predominantly associate with members of the family Ericaceae, are primarily Ascomycota, with only a few described within Basidiomycota, and more than 150 taxa are estimated to occur within this group [63] .
With respect to endophytic microorganisms, no estimates of the global number of species are available, perhaps because they are a group for which data are still scarce; however, in a study conducted in a tropical rainforest in Panama, Arnold et al. [64] isolated 418 morphospecies (347 genetically distinct taxa), suggesting hyperdiversity of the tropical endophytic community and a marked underestimation of the diversity of this group. Arnold and Lutzoni [65] compared endophytic communities along a broad latitudinal gradient from the Canadian Arctic to the lowland tropical forest of central Panama. They showed that the incidence, diversity, and host spectrum of endophytes increases from the Arctic to tropical sites. Furthermore, tropical plant species were dominated by a large number of endophytic species. Thus, they concluded that the leaves of tropical trees are biodiversity hotspots of fungal species, containing species that have not yet been recovered from other biomes.
Studies on species diversity in microbial communities usually depict local conditions, that is, they assess the microbial diversity of the endophytic community associated with roots or leaves of a specific plant species (e.g., [66, 67] ). Some studies have also assessed the effect of various factors, such as tissue type, plant developmental stage, and nutrient availability, on the diversity of communities (e.g., [68] ). Evaluations of rhizospheric communities have followed the same pattern, reflecting highly specific conditions; therefore, no attempts to estimate the total number of endophytic or rhizospheric species that are present on the planet have been reported. The limited number of published studies on these communities is currently a limiting factor for the calculation of these estimates. For the same reason, we also lack such estimates for phosphate-solubilizing microorganisms, phytopathogen controllers, lignocellulolytic fungi, and other microbial groups.
Why Do We Not Know Microbial Diversity Well?
According to Pace [37] , the primary reason for our poor understanding of the microbial universe is that microorganisms are individually invisible to the eye. The very existence of microbial life was only recognized slightly more than 300 years ago, which is relatively recent in the history of science. When the naturalist Antony van Leeuwenhoek used his primitive microscope, which had lenses that allowed a magnification of up to 300 times, he observed bacteria measuring 1 to 2 microns; however, the taxonomic techniques of the time, based only on morphology, could not be used to classify the organisms of the newly discovered universe. In the late nineteenth century, Robert Koch joined the staff of the Imperial Health Office in Berlin and perfected liquid culture media, developed by Klebs and Lister, and developed the pure plate culture technique [69] . Only then did microbial identification studies begin to be conducted.
Over the years, this approach has shown its limitations, because many microorganisms challenge standard culture methods. Recently, new microbial identification methods have become popular and are helping to change our perspective of microbial diversity. Notwithstanding, challenges still lie ahead, because many microorganisms have been shown to have a restricted geographical distribution and prefer specific habitats.
We Do Not See Microorganisms
When May [11] predicted that unicellular organisms would account for only 5% of living species, attributing a very small share of global biological diversity to prokaryotes and a 70% share of that diversity to animals, May based his predictions on data that had accumulated until that point. We must remember that microorganisms began to draw the attention of scholars only after the early works of Pasteur and Robert Koch in the late nineteenth century, who described the association of these microorganisms with diseases and proposed vaccination methods [70, 71] . Until then, all systematics research was primarily focused on describing plants and animals. Moreover, in the 1970s and 1980s, we actually experienced a period of latency in microbiology in relation to the development of zoology and botany [72] .
One of the great obstacles we face when studying microorganisms is the fact that, except for some sexual reproductive structures of fungi, such as ascocarps and basidiocarps, they are all microscopic, that is, we cannot see them with the naked eye, excluding colonies grown in Petri dishes or in special situations in nature. This requires using microscopy, often advanced microscopic methods, to study capsules, flagella, spores, or modes of reproduction. However, it should be noted that these techniques are not routinely available in all basic education schools worldwide, even though the laboratory is recognized as an important space in the establishment of the teaching-learning process [73] . This is especially true when seeking to understand scientific evidence, for which the development of experimental skills is regarded as essential [74] . Access to basic microscopy by biology students in schools in developing countries is even more crucial. Thus, how can we be drawn to study what we do not see? Is it possible that May's estimates are reflective of our interest in the study of fauna and flora, which sets aside knowledge of the "invisible to the naked eye"? In a study conducted to measure the interest of students in Biology, Prokop et al. [75] identified Zoology as the most popular topic.
This lack of contact with the microscopic universe by students may also contribute to the small number of microbiologists or researchers in the field entering the market annually.
They Cause Diseases
The confirmation of the microbial theory of diseases, attributed to the publication of Koch's postulates in 1876, placed microorganisms on the list of villains for several decades, because they were only observed from the perspective of human and animal health. This occurred despite the celebrated works of Sergei Winogradski and Martinus Beijerinck (late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries), who drew attention to the role of microorganisms in important ecological processes [76, 77] (Figure 2) . Indeed, the human body houses a high diversity of microorganisms. The microbiological communities living in our skin, mouth, esophagus, stomach, colon, vagina, and other organs (e.g., [78] [79] [80] [81] ) are designated the human microbiome [81] . Studies show that the intestine houses the largest number of microorganisms of the human body, and most of the 10-100 trillion microorganisms present in the gastrointestinal tract live in the colon. Despite the high number of microorganisms that interact with the human body, more than 90% of all bacterial phylogenetic types already described in the human microbiome belong to only two divisions of the bacterial domain: Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes [81] .
Indeed, infection or the colonization of parts of the body rarely results in clinical signs of disease. On the contrary, when microorganisms live in equilibrium with the host, they can modulate the immune response, providing a source of cross-reactive antigenic material that activates self-reactive lymphocytes within the intestinal environment [82, 83] . Furthermore, these microorganisms can be a barrier to the establishment of pathogenic microorganisms [84] and participate in the synthesis of vitamins and essential amino acids or in toxin degradation (e.g., [85, 86] ). These functional traits and many others have been described in recent years for the intestinal microbiome. For example, evidence suggests that the microbiome may affect the likelihood of diseases, such as diabetes and obesity [87] . Although not all microorganisms that interact with the human or animal body are pathogenic, the popularization of this knowledge among professionals in the field alone is insufficient to break the historical pattern of exclusively relating microorganisms to contagious diseases. The same is true for phytopathogenic microbial species. In recent decades, most agronomic studies have focused on microorganisms that act as agricultural pests. However, considering the potential microbial diversity that inhabits the planet, few species are actually described as pathogenic for animals and plants. For example, the vast majority of phytopathogens initially inhabit soil and crop waste [88] , and the primary phytopathogenic bacterial species belong to the genera Agrobacterium, Clavibacter, Erwinia, Pseudomonas, and Xanthomonas, while the primary fungal phytopathogens belong to the genera Aspergillus, Fusarium, Penicillium, Pythium, Rhizoctonia, Sclerotinia, Sclerotium, and Verticillium. This shows that most of the microbiota is related to functional roles, such as decomposition, plant growth promotion via endophytic or rhizospheric relationships, and symbiosis with the intestinal tract of animals and biomineralization in areas with high availability of ores, among others. However, the widespread historical perspective of the potential of microorganisms as disease agents may have discouraged ecologists, systematists, and taxonomists from researching new species of microorganisms, thereby limiting our knowledge on the number of microorganism species, despite the diversity within this group being potentially the largest on the planet, especially when considering both prokaryotes and fungi.
The Primary Methods of Detection in Use Have Already Become Outdated
Failures in processes of detection of microbial species corroborate the lack of knowledge about their diversity. Many unknown microorganisms may have already been sampled or even identified as part of widely defined groups due to crude morphological characterizations. Furthermore, other microorganisms that have been sampled and identified as new species may have not been described yet [49] due to the lack of technical expertise of researchers in performing detailed descriptions.
The following methods are currently available to identify microorganisms: preparation of pure cultures followed by morphological-anatomical and/or molecular identification, metagenomics, and isotopic characterization. The preparation of pure cultures is still a prerogative for in-depth classification of microorganisms, because these cultures have genetically and morphologically identical cells that can be used for morphoanatomy analyses or DNA extraction (Figure 3 ). Although not all microorganisms that interact with the human or animal body are pathogenic, the popularization of this knowledge among professionals in the field alone is insufficient to break the historical pattern of exclusively relating microorganisms to contagious diseases. The same is true for phytopathogenic microbial species. In recent decades, most agronomic studies have focused on microorganisms that act as agricultural pests. However, considering the potential microbial diversity that inhabits the planet, few species are actually described as pathogenic for animals and plants. For example, the vast majority of phytopathogens initially inhabit soil and crop waste [88] , and the primary phytopathogenic bacterial species belong to the genera Agrobacterium, Clavibacter, Erwinia, Pseudomonas, and Xanthomonas, while the primary fungal phytopathogens belong to the genera Aspergillus, Fusarium, Penicillium, Pythium, Rhizoctonia, Sclerotinia, Sclerotium, and Verticillium. This shows that most of the microbiota is related to functional roles, such as decomposition, plant growth promotion via endophytic or rhizospheric relationships, and symbiosis with the intestinal tract of animals and biomineralization in areas with high availability of ores, among others. However, the widespread historical perspective of the potential of microorganisms as disease agents may have discouraged ecologists, systematists, and taxonomists from researching new species of microorganisms, thereby limiting our knowledge on the number of microorganism species, despite the diversity within this group being potentially the largest on the planet, especially when considering both prokaryotes and fungi.
The following methods are currently available to identify microorganisms: preparation of pure cultures followed by morphological-anatomical and/or molecular identification, metagenomics, and isotopic characterization. The preparation of pure cultures is still a prerogative for in-depth classification of microorganisms, because these cultures have genetically and morphologically identical cells that can be used for morphoanatomy analyses or DNA extraction (Figure 3 ). Diversity 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 29 In morphoanatomy analyses, we strictly analyze aspects of bacterial colonies, such as their color, shape, and consistency when grown in special media. For example, when bacteria of the genus Bradyrhizobium are grown in medium 79, they become white, have a mucosal consistency, and alkalinize the medium [89] . For fungi, we also analyze the growth rate and colony pigmentation to identify species. The classic Gram staining technique can be used to classify a bacterium as Grampositive or Gram-negative, which allows us to characterize groupings and to collect data on cellular morphology, while biochemical tests help to characterize strains by identifying physiological characteristics. However, the wide metabolic diversity of bacteria, highly affected by the growth environment, may lead to erroneous species classifications. We also prepare microscopy slides for fungi, usually accompanied by special techniques, such as microculture. Special stains may help to visualize hyphae and reproductive structures, such as conidiophores and sporangiophores, as well as the shape of the spore, which is a fundamental structure for the taxonomy of fungi.
However, classifications based on morphoanatomy are highly dependent on the microbiologist's experience, requiring refined observation and extensive knowledge of the microscopic morphological structures of fungi. Therefore, morphoanatomical identification usually requires confirmation by molecular identification. Because microscopy-based identification is time consuming and laborious, researchers commonly choose to proceed with the molecular identification, even without collecting morphological data on the species. The molecular identification of microorganisms is performed based on the amplification of the 16S rRNA gene for bacteria, cyanobacteria, and archaea (e.g., [90] [91] [92] ), and on the 18S and/or 28S rRNA gene for fungi (e.g., [93, 94] ). The sequences of these genes are used in microbial taxonomic studies for several reasons: the 16S rRNA gene is found in almost all bacteria, cyanobacteria, and archaea, often as a multigene family or within operons; its function has not changed over time, suggesting that random changes in sequences are a more accurate measure of time (evolution); and the size of this gene, approximately 1500 bp, is large enough for computing purposes [95] . Likewise, the 18S rRNA gene is conserved and widespread among eukaryotes [96] and is approximately 1800 bp long [97] . In morphoanatomy analyses, we strictly analyze aspects of bacterial colonies, such as their color, shape, and consistency when grown in special media. For example, when bacteria of the genus Bradyrhizobium are grown in medium 79, they become white, have a mucosal consistency, and alkalinize the medium [89] . For fungi, we also analyze the growth rate and colony pigmentation to identify species. The classic Gram staining technique can be used to classify a bacterium as Gram-positive or Gram-negative, which allows us to characterize groupings and to collect data on cellular morphology, while biochemical tests help to characterize strains by identifying physiological characteristics. However, the wide metabolic diversity of bacteria, highly affected by the growth environment, may lead to erroneous species classifications. We also prepare microscopy slides for fungi, usually accompanied by special techniques, such as microculture. Special stains may help to visualize hyphae and reproductive structures, such as conidiophores and sporangiophores, as well as the shape of the spore, which is a fundamental structure for the taxonomy of fungi.
However, classifications based on morphoanatomy are highly dependent on the microbiologist's experience, requiring refined observation and extensive knowledge of the microscopic morphological structures of fungi. Therefore, morphoanatomical identification usually requires confirmation by molecular identification. Because microscopy-based identification is time consuming and laborious, researchers commonly choose to proceed with the molecular identification, even without collecting morphological data on the species. The molecular identification of microorganisms is performed based on the amplification of the 16S rRNA gene for bacteria, cyanobacteria, and archaea (e.g., [90] [91] [92] ), and on the 18S and/or 28S rRNA gene for fungi (e.g., [93, 94] ). The sequences of these genes are used in microbial taxonomic studies for several reasons: the 16S rRNA gene is found in almost all bacteria, cyanobacteria, and archaea, often as a multigene family or within operons; its function has not changed over time, suggesting that random changes in sequences are a more accurate measure of time (evolution); and the size of this gene, approximately 1500 bp, is large enough for computing purposes [95] . Likewise, the 18S rRNA gene is conserved and widespread among eukaryotes [96] and is approximately 1800 bp long [97] .
In molecular identification, the sequences of ribosomal regions are compared with other sequences deposited in databases. Thus, the microorganism is identified according to the percentage of the nucleotide sequence similarity/identity with database sequences, considering the best "score" and "e-value" combination. The relative simplicity of the molecular approach allowed for an exponential increase in the number of recognized taxa and the rapid expansion of the collection of available rRNA sequences for taxonomy, ecology and phylogenetic analyses. In this context, molecular identification rapidly outperformed the morphoanatomical identification of isolates or, in combination with morphoanatomical identification, generated more accurate data on microbial identification. The diversity of rhizospheric fungi, for example, was based for many decades on the number of colonies growing in Petri dishes from diluted samples of rhizospheric soil. Similarly, the diversity of AMF was, and still is in some cases, traditionally estimated based on spore counts (e.g., [98] [99] [100] ). However, these methods may lead to erroneous estimates. For example, the composition and pH of culture media, as well as the incubation temperature, or even the ratio between microorganisms in the culture environment, may not be equally favorable to the growth of all microorganisms present in the soil sample in question. Moreover, mycorrhizal spore production is controlled by many factors, and no direct relationship may occur between the spore population in the soil and that in the colonized roots. Using molecular techniques, AMF or even endophytic fungi may be directly identified in plants by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify specific AMF sequences, such as those of ribosomal RNA genes [101] .
With the possibility of collecting genotypic data, the taxonomy of Bacteria and Archaea became polyphasic, because these data have been extensively combined with phenotypic and chemotaxonomic data. We are currently experiencing a rapid increase in the number of descriptions of new taxa, especially at the species level. We have also noted many cases of demarcation of prokaryotic species and even attempts to develop algorithms for the demarcation of "ecotypes" [102] . The analysis of genomic data also provides a more complex picture of phylogeny within groups and reveals a series of additional links, such as those recently revealed between Archaea and Eukarya [103] . Alternatively, next-generation sequencing (NGS) provides a fast and inexpensive approach to the whole-genome sequencing of microbial strains. Efforts are now focused on obtaining complete genomic sequences of type strains so that genomics and computational advances can increase the credibility of the taxonomy of Bacteria and Archaea [35] .
In addition to genomics and gene sequencing of microbial isolates, metagenomics has emerged as a method for revealing the diversity hidden in environmental samples. Although part of the microbial diversity is lost when cultivation methods are used [104] , the sequencing of the 16S and 18S rRNA regions of microorganisms present in natural samples alternatively allows for the direct identification of genera and/or species without requiring isolation. Thus, metagenomics has been recently used to describe the composition of intestinal, ruminal, and even respiratory tract microbiomes (e.g., [105] [106] [107] ) Metagenomics has also been used to describe microbiomes found in fermentation systems, such as those involved in rice wine production, or in soda lakes (naturally saline lakes with alkaline pH) [108, 109] , or even those found in natural ecosystems, such as prairie soils, deserts, and rainforests [110] , in addition to deep hypersaline or freshwater lakes [111, 112] .
Thus, with the advancement and popularization of molecular techniques, a high number of studies on the composition of microbial communities can be conducted or are in progress. However, most published studies address only the resolution of phyla, genera, and, at best, species (e.g., [113] [114] [115] [116] ). In the future, strategies using several polymorphic loci may help define intraspecific variability, thereby assessing diversity at a finer scale of resolution. Sanders and Rodriguez [117] proposed combining the use of such markers with experimental studies on AMF diversity to help elucidate intraspecific diversity in plant communities. Thus far, however, when the challenge remains to understand the species and phyla present in the various ecosystems and the interspecific microbial relationships, studies remain highly focused on prospecting species. In addition, studies have provided evidence of microbial endemism [118] and also of a spatial pattern of microbial diversity [119] . These inferences have resulted from molecular approaches that allow a more comprehensive view of microbial diversity [47] . However, this diversity must be closely analyzed from the standpoint of closely related but ecologically different species to understand the hidden factors underlying the high diversity observed within some groups and habitats.
Although molecular methods are faster and more accurate than conventional methods of microbial taxonomy in determining the composition of communities, great progress in the rapid identification of microorganisms has been made by the use of the proteomics technique MALDI-TOF MS (matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry), which enables diagnosis within 5 to 15 min [120] . This technique consists of the use of mass spectrometry, in which the microbial colony is initially placed on a plate with a polymeric matrix (Figure 3 ). This biological material is then irradiated with a laser that vaporizes the sample, ionizing several molecules that are aspirated into a vacuum tube and led to a detector. Different molecules have different times of arrival at the detector (time of flight), which are plotted onto graphs, generating several peaks. A specific graph is constructed for each bacterial or fungal species, and a computerized database interprets and provides fast identification results [121] . MALDI-TOF MS is a highly precise method for bacterial classification and identification [122, 123] , but has as limitation, as it can be applied only to microorganisms already cultivated. The approach may identify low-abundance bacteria, even in mixed flora, although the identification performance of MALDI-TOF MS depends on the number of available mass spectra with the quality required for identification [124] . The expansion of species libraries and the increase in the number of species spectra are crucial for maximizing identification efficiency [125] . This expansion is occurring as the technique becomes popular. However, a disadvantage of this technique is the private nature of these databases. This is not the case with nucleic acid databases, which are public and therefore easily accessible. Notwithstanding, this technique is already the standard method of identification of microorganisms grown in most clinical laboratories in Europe and has excellent popularization prospects in the Americas and in Asia [126] .
Although molecular and ionization methods have shown better results than conventional methods of microbial taxonomy, they have not been promptly adopted by all laboratories working on the isolation and identification of microorganisms, primarily due to the resources required to equip laboratories and train professionals on molecular techniques or spectrometry. MALDI-TOF MS has become popular for the generation of rapid diagnoses, especially in the identification of pathogenic bacteria, such as members of the genera Bacillus, Burkholderia, Brucella, Francisella, and Yersinia (e.g., [127, 128] ). Some protocols have also been adapted to directly identify fungi from clinical samples [129] , but further adaptations are required for retrieval of data from underexplored microbiomes, such as rhizospheric, endophytic, or mycorrhizal microbiomes. The extension of databases will also result in greater applications for the identification of microorganisms in environmental samples [130] , and the outlook is interesting, because some attempts have already been made. For example, Martínez-Molina et al. [131] used MALDI-TOF MS to identify Rhizobium strains associated with Pisum sativum L. roots, and the method was found to be able to differentiate species that were very closely related genetically and were indistinguishable based on 16S rRNA gene analysis. Urquiza et al. [132] used spectrometry to identify bacteria present in the rhizosphere of apple plants grown in soil with a high concentration of mercury, while Avanzi et al. [133] assessed the use of MALDI-TOF MS as a microbiota-monitoring method for sites contaminated with copper. In the future, spectrometry and gene sequencing should be used complementarily to assess a larger contingent of microbial diversity. The swiftness of the MALDI-TOF technique, coupled with polymorphism data detected by molecular methods, will help elucidate the diversity of microorganisms on the planet and the diversity between communities and microbial populations.
Many Are Neither Cosmopolitan or Culturable
Throughout the history of microbial ecology, the population size of bacteria in soils, sediments, and natural waters has been assessed by preparing cultures of microorganisms and counting the number of colonies growing on nutrient agar plates. Using this method, a large number of colonies can typically be obtained from these samples. Therefore, the microbiota was generally considered ubiquitous [134] . The tenets of microbial cosmopolitanism were that large population sizes and short generation times always result in high dispersion rates of microorganisms [119, 135, 136] . However, evidence shows that some taxa respond to limitations in dispersal by geographically isolating themselves at local and/or global scales (e.g., [137, 138] ), suggesting that not all microorganisms are able to spread globally. Microbial distributions may be related to the Baas-Becking hypothesis, that is, "everything is everywhere, but the environment selects" [139] , although recent studies have shown that many species exhibit geographical distribution patterns at different scales [140, 141] . These restrictive variations can result from both environmental filtration and dispersal limitation [140] . Geographical isolation may result from the existence of barriers to the flow of organisms [142] that lead populations to diverge through local adaptation or random genetic drift. Alternatively, however, this may simply reflect patterns of geographical distribution of specific local environmental conditions [143] , such as climatic or habitat characteristics. The role of dispersal barriers in the biogeography of microorganisms is therefore controversial. Conversely, large population sizes and resistant life stages (e.g., spores) make microorganisms less susceptible to stochastic extinction events [119, 136] , corroborating the theory of microbial cosmopolitanism.
However, evidence of microbial cosmopolitanism is often mixed and confused with artifacts resulting from gross taxonomic resolutions and subsampling. The identification of endemic microorganisms in true geographical isolation, such as in extreme environments (e.g., thermal springs, salt lakes, and hot and cold deserts worldwide), is strong evidence against the theory of microbial cosmopolitanism, since microbial distribution is non-random under these conditions [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] . Therefore, the difficulty lies in assessing the determinants of microbial geographical distribution, be they historical evolutionary events (e.g., geographical barriers) or contemporary ecological environmental factors [142] .
Furthermore, differences between distribution environments (soil or water) have led marine and freshwater microbiologists to believe in the ubiquity of all microbial taxa (e.g., [149] [150] [151] ), whereas those that study soils disagree with this concept. Noguez et al. [152] examined the scale of prokaryotic diversity in soils and compared it with the biogeographic patterns of other groups. They found well-structured species assemblages that allowed them to reject the hypothesis of ubiquitous dispersal and to suggest a complex biogeography similar to that described for terrestrial vertebrates.
The fact is that the demonstrated, non-random distribution of many microbial taxa can be viewed from two perspectives: as a determinant of the generation of endemisms, and consequently, of diversity, insofar as microorganisms restrict their distributions in response to environmental stimuli or to habitat characteristics; or as a limiting factor when assessing microbial diversity, because microorganisms should be assessed as a function of their habitats, thus requiring the development of new strategies to grow and isolate microorganisms. A problem is that although thousands of microbial strains have already been cultivated and successfully described, evidence suggests that they account for only a small fraction of the overall microbial diversity. This is because many microorganisms that are ubiquitously and abundantly present in the environment are difficult to cultivate axenically [153] , precluding their morphological identification. Therefore, the quantification of microbial diversity has been a technical challenge. For example, independent cultivation approaches have demonstrated that the microbial diversity of soil and rhizosphere microbiomes is highly underestimated. Next-generation sequencing methods have shown that only a minority (up to 5%) of the bacteria in these microbiomes have been cultivated using the currently available methods and that a considerable proportion of the bacterial phyla detected using these technologies do not yet have any cultured representatives [154] .
Using culture techniques for seawater, for example, researchers have observed that the size of the culturable prokaryotic population is a few hundred cells per milliliter; however, these values are negligible, because millions of cells per milliliter, or per gram of soil or sediment, are observed by electron and/or epifluorescence microscopy [155] . Indeed, less than 1% of bacteria of natural communities can be cultivated in the laboratory, which has led to historical underestimations of microbial diversity and has affected our view of microbial communities [43] . For a long time, microbial ecology had to curb its efforts to assess the microbial diversity of different ecosystems, simply because many microorganisms do not grow on plates.
It is estimated that approximately 99% of all species occurring in outdoor environments are unculturable (they do not grow under laboratory conditions) [156] . For example, most of the approximately 1000 species in the phylum Chytridiomycota have not yet been grown in culture media [53] . Because they believed that non-isolated microorganisms could have high biotechnological potential, Ling et al. [157] developed methods to grow unculturable organisms in their natural environment using specific growth factors, such as siderophores. In this experiment, the authors were able to isolate several metabolites of interest, including a new antibiotic. Therefore, the methods of assessing microbial diversity must evolve beyond isolation on agar plates. New genetic technologies, especially metagenomics, have emerged as efficient alternatives to explore microbial genomes and to expand our understanding of most microbial species on Earth. This method allows us to assess the microbial diversity contained in environmental samples, which is groundbreaking, especially for species with low relative abundance, but does not allow us to assess microbial metabolites, which still depend on the use of plates and culture media.
They Are Habitat Specialists, and We Have Not yet Evaluated All Habitats
Despite the microbial ubiquity theory, many microorganisms have been described as habitat specialists; thus, their distribution is more restricted, which makes it difficult to sample these species because they tend to be rarer. Logares et al. [158] , for example, showed that specialized bacteria are present at the extremes of a salinity gradient, that is, freshwater lakes (salinity 0) and hypersaline lakes (salinity 100). In addition, Juutilainen et al. [159] evaluated the habitat specialization of 77 saprophytic fungal species in different boreal forest types and observed that a high level of specialization was associated with deciduous forest types.
The response of microbial communities to long-term environmental changes is poorly understood, and it is not clear how dispersal can impact the diversity of local microbial communities, although habitat generalists may be more likely to disperse in response to environmental changes. Selection in stable environments should lead to the evolution of specialists, whereas selection in periodically varying environments should lead to the evolution of generalists [160] (Figure 4 ). For example, Comte et al. [161] showed that the percentage of freshwater taxa declines with increased salinity, whereas marine taxa readily increase from freshwater sources, suggesting that this response is driven by the increase in habitat generalists normally found in marine systems. Environmental changes resulting from pollution and/or urbanization have led to the replacement of specialist nectar yeast species by generalist yeasts, because the latter are less dependent on pollinators for dispersal between flowers [162] . Thus, studies have suggested that beta diversity along environmental gradients can be adequately described considering only generalist taxa [163] .
The presence of habitat specialists in ecosystems may also be affected by interactions with local microbiota. Dispersed bacteria adapt to new environmental conditions by competing with the local resident communities [164] . In the presence of a local resident community, the relative abundance of generalists increases, suggesting that competitive interactions between local and immigrant taxa could function as an environmental filter for microbial dispersion.
In biotrophic species, such as mycorrhizal and endophytic fungi, host preference can drastically affect diversity, since species occurrence is limited to the occurrence and dispersal of the host. Accordingly, numerous studies have shown that host preference or recurrence is important for the formation of biotrophic [165] [166] [167] [168] , lignolytic [50] , and pathogenic [169] fungal communities. Thus, the description of all microbial diversity apparently requires an assessment of all hosts and habitats. Large differences have already been described between the diversity and the population structure of AMF in different temperate ecosystems [170, 171] . These studies also showed non-random associations between host plants and mycorrhizal fungi. However, the question remains: When will we finally be able to analyze all habitats?
The [160] (Figure 4 ). For example, Comte et al. [161] showed that the percentage of freshwater taxa declines with increased salinity, whereas marine taxa readily increase from freshwater sources, suggesting that this response is driven by the increase in habitat generalists normally found in marine systems. Environmental changes resulting from pollution and/or urbanization have led to the replacement of specialist nectar yeast species by generalist yeasts, because the latter are less dependent on pollinators for dispersal between flowers [162] . Thus, studies have suggested that beta diversity along environmental gradients can be adequately described considering only generalist taxa [163] . While we are unable to sample all habitats, surprises continue to occur in the microbiological universe that stimulate research, especially on extremophiles. Studies show that microorganisms have successfully colonized the cold environments of the Earth, from the Arctic to the Antarctic and from high-mountain environments to the deep ocean, including permafrost soils, marine sediments, and sea and glacial ice [172] [173] [174] [175] . Indeed, the polar and alpine regions, as well as the rest of the planet, share high genetic and functional diversity of prokaryotes (archaea and bacteria), eukaryotes (microalgae and microfungi), and viruses [176] [177] [178] [179] [180] [181] . Polar and alpine habitats, once considered inhospitable, are now a vast source of undescribed microbial diversity. Accordingly, efforts have already been stepped up to assess the diversity of hydrothermal systems distributed throughout the planet, including sources found in geothermal fields located along the Main Mantle Thrust and the Main Karakoram Thrust in the Himalayas or in the Tattapani hot forest in the northwestern Himalayas; thermal springs of the Tibetan Plateau, Nakabusa (Japan), and Thailand; sources of hot and acidic water in the Colombian Andes; and not only thermal but also alkaline springs in Tengchong, Yunnan Province, southwest China, and Yellowstone National Park [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] . These sites, similar to lakes with salinity levels close to or above saturation, cold abyssal regions, or areas bombarded with high radiation levels, have also been described as habitats for some microbial species.
The Great Salt Lake in Utah (USA), for example, is a hypersaline lake where NaCl accounts for 86% of the total salt and is one of the most extreme environments in the world, even for microorganisms. However, in a recent metagenomics study, Tazi et al. [190] assessed the microbial diversity of water samples from this lake and found that they contained high sulfur levels, in addition to high salt concentration, and that they were derived from unique environmental gradients, such as oil infiltrations. Nevertheless, 58 operational taxonomic units of archaea and 42 of bacteria were identified. Phylogenetic analysis, therefore, demonstrated the high diversity of microbial communities in this lake. High abundance and diversity has also been described for the microbial community present in the salt lake Chott El Djerid in Tunisia [191] and in alkaline-saline soils in the regions of the Caspian Depression, where 40 species of bacteria were identified, with the genera Bacillus and Salimicrobium being the primary components of these communities [192] .
The survival of microbial communities in deep, cold, and oligotrophic seawater has been frequently reported. Zhang et al. [193] isolated bacteria from the South Pacific Gyre and evaluated the potential of these bacteria to produce psychrophilic enzymes. Actinobacteria of the genera Dermacoccus, Kocuria, Micromonospora, Streptomyces, Tsukamurella, and Williamsia were isolated at a depth of 10,898 meters in the Mariana Trench [194] . Bacteria that thrive in deep oceans cope with high pressures and low temperatures. Despite these extreme conditions, the deep sea is estimated to be the last great unexplored frontier on Earth, harboring the largest microbial diversity on the planet, yet unknown and unexplored [195] . The uniform abyssal environment would be the cause of the great diversity and of the low abundance of microorganisms; in this environment, chemoautotrophs dominate, feeding on sources of reduced organic compounds [196] .
Solar radiation-resistant extremophiles have recently been prospected from environments with high rates of ionizing radiation. Radiation resistance is regarded as an incidental adaptation of the resistance to desiccation, because both hazards cause similar cellular damage. Thus, desert soils are promising targets for prospecting for new radiation-resistant strains. Musilova et al. [197] isolated radiation-resistant Halomonas strains from the extreme cold desert of the Antarctic Dry Valleys using gamma-ray exposure preselection. An Acinetobacter sp. was isolated from high-altitude Andean lakes in the Argentinean Puna, an ecosystem with one of Earth's highest levels of UV exposure. This isolate showed an ability to efficiently repair DNA photodamage, coupled with highly efficient antioxidant enzyme activity in response to UV-B stress [198] . Methanosarcina soligelidi, isolated from Siberian permafrost, showed a level of resistance to radiation that was comparable to that of Deinococcus radiodurans [199] . A great diversity of bacteria of the genus Deinococcus, which are resistant to radiation doses of 15 kGy, were isolated from high-altitude soils in Tibet [200] . Deinococcus radiodurans is an icon of radiation resistance. Its tolerance is explained by highly efficient proteome protection, as a well-protected, functional proteome ensures cellular recovery from damage caused by extensive radiation to other cellular constituents via molecular repair and turnover processes, including efficient repair of disintegrated DNA [201] .
Microorganisms in hostile environments may also require resistance mechanisms for more than one stress simultaneously, such as high-salinity environments exposed to high radiation. The problem for these microorganisms is to become known before becoming extinct, considering that anthropogenic effects on the environment affect specialists more strongly than generalists, since the former have resource constraints triggered by habitat preference.
Why Should We Know About Microbial Diversity?
The knowledge of microbial diversity, involving the discovery of new species and new molecules, has profoundly impacted several sectors, including the food industry; agriculture; environment; and the production of chemicals, fuels, and biomaterials. This contemporary and applied microbiology is known as Technological Microbiology and has employed complex techniques, such as heterologous expression and metabolic engineering, to generate new products and improve products and services [202] .
The prospection of lactic acid bacteria present in fermented products has allowed us to obtain probiotics, a class of foods currently in high demand due to their benefits to consumer health [203] [204] [205] . In these foods, the activity of bacteria, especially of the genera Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium but also of Enterococcus and Pediococcus [206] [207] [208] , results in functional foods, including non-dairy probiotic beverages [209] . In addition, pre-cooked dough and clarified beverages are available on the market thanks to microbial enzymes, such as amylases, pectinases, and cellulases [210] [211] [212] [213] .
The edible mushroom market has become increasingly widespread worldwide. The number of mushrooms used in world cuisine is estimated to range from 200 to 3000 species, of which only 200 are commercially grown and 10 to 20 are currently grown on an industrial scale [214] . Agaricus bisporus, Lentinula edodes, Pleurotus ostreatus, and Flammulina velutipes are some of the primary species that are consumed. Mushrooms are sought after as a great alternative source of protein, although many mushrooms are prized for producing secondary metabolites with medicinal effects [215, 216] . Protein extracted from cultured microbial biomass (single-cell protein-SCP) is also being used for protein supplementation of staple diets by replacing conventional protein sources [217] . The global animal protein market is several hundred million tons per year, and that of plant protein is several billion tons of protein per year; thus, expanding the production of microbial protein will not be challenging [218] . Bacterial strains of the genera Bacillus, Hydrogenomonas, Methanomonas, Methylomonas, and Pseudomonas have been used as substrates for industrial-scale SCP production, since such bacterial strains reach approximately 80% crude protein on a total dry weight basis. Yeasts, such as Saccharomyces, Candida, and Rhodotorula; filamentous fungi, including Fusarium, Aspergillus, and Penicillium; and even prokaryotic algae, such as those of the genus Spirulina, with approximately 65% of their dry weight consisting of protein [219] , are currently used to produce SCPs.
Microorganisms have been historically used as excellent sources of antibiotics and bioactive molecules. Recently, Ling et al. [157] developed an important method that enabled the in situ growth of soil microorganisms that were unculturable under laboratory conditions. This method allowed for testing of chemicals that are naturally produced by microorganisms, including teixobactin, the first compound of an important new class of antibiotics. Teixobactin was shown to be able to eliminate methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, and bacteria are unlikely to develop resistance to teixobactin, because this molecule targets the wall precursor's lipids, which are essential to the maintenance of the bacterial cell wall [220] . Thus, access to microorganisms that have not yet been isolated will allow prospecting for new molecules with antimicrobial potential. Perhaps this is the weapon that will win the fight against microbial strains that are resistant to the wide diversity of antibiotics currently available on the market.
Currently, the application of microbial enzymes is focused on several markets, including cellulose and paper, leather, detergents and textiles, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, food and beverages, biofuels, animal feed, and personal care, among others [221] . The use of these enzymes in the food industry has contributed to the diversification and efficiency of food production by reducing the energy consumed in the production process [222] . Important microbial enzymes, such as α-amylase, β-galactosidase, cellulase, hemicellulase, pectinase, protease, and tannase, among others [223, 224] , are currently produced in bioreactors by solid-state fermentation (SSF), and thermophilic bacteria and fungi show high potential for enzymatic synthesis in SSF processes. In turn, approaches using recombinant DNA are promising, because they will allow the overexpression of these enzymes and other microbial metabolites. Microbial enzymes have also been widely applied to wastewater treatment (e.g., [225, 226] ) and in the development of industrial bioprocesses. Today, new, improved, or more versatile enzymes are needed to develop more innovative, sustainable, and economically competitive production processes [221] . Knowledge of microbial diversity and of modern molecular techniques, such as metagenomics and genomics, will help in the discovery of new microbial enzymes with catalytic properties that can be improved/modified using different strategies. The use of enzymes in waste treatment, for example, has been affected by the scant knowledge on enzyme-producing species that are potentially applicable to the process, as only approximately 2% of the world's microorganisms have been tested as sources of enzymes [227] .
In the field of agriculture, research is focused on identifying the microbial diversity associated with plant roots or with other plant tissues. Microorganisms that synthesize compounds, primarily those with herbicidal, insecticidal, and nematicidal activity, are also studied. Some microorganisms act as phytopathogen controllers. This is the case for species of the genus Trichoderma, which parasitize and successfully control Sclerotinia [228, 229] , Fusarium [230] , Verticillium [231] , and Macrophomina [232] fungal species, among others, and show nematicidal activity against gall-forming Meloidogyne species [233] [234] [235] . In addition, the evaluation of functional traits of mycorrhizal, rhizospheric, or endophytic species has identified species with high potential to promote plant growth. This growth promotion may result from biological nitrogen fixation, primarily by rhizobacteria (e.g., [236, 237] ), phytohormone synthesis [238] , and biocontrol of phytopathogens, through the synthesis of antibiotics or siderophores, competition for nutrients, and induction of systemic resistance [239, 240] . Although many efforts have been made in recent years to understand the diversity of microbial communities associated with a range of plant species, much work still needs to be done to assess the effect of abiotic or evolutionary factors on the structure of these communities.
Recently, new materials, developed from the discovery of bacterial metabolic properties, have been introduced in the technology market. For example, microbial bioplastics are currently used to manufacture medical materials, including films used as drug-delivery vehicles [241] or materials used in civil construction, making construction less expensive and more efficient [242] . The prospect of discovering new microorganisms or new properties in already known microorganisms, and the possibility of modifying them through genetic engineering, or even the possibility of stimulating naturally expressed pathways to elicit the synthesis of metabolites of interest, illustrates the importance of microbial biodiversity in strengthening Technological Microbiology [202] , which has greatly affected the daily lives of people by providing new products and services.
Additional Observations
Despite all current knowledge on microbial diversity, we believe that additional evidence may result from long-term studies conducted in unexplored sites, especially those located in high-diversity areas, such as the tropics and marine ecosystems. Molecular studies have revealed a vast and unknown speciation, primarily in the Bacteria and Archaea domains, which comprise the underexplored microbiota. Efforts such as the large-scale sequencing of environmental samples may contribute to a clearer picture of the number of microbial species the planet harbors, but how long will it take to unravel the microbial diversity of the planet? According to Blackwell [243] , the molecular tools in use and under development will allow for the discovery of the world's unknown fungi in less than 1000 years; for bacteria and archaea, estimates must be far higher, revealing the mountain of work still ahead of us. The challenge now is to train microbiologists and to adapt research laboratories to operate molecular techniques, although perhaps the greatest difficulty is the access to these techniques. The known microbial diversity can be thought of metaphorically as a small box within a large box that is able to house a much larger number of microorganisms, i.e., the estimated microbial diversity ( Figure 5 ). However, several factors affect the small box, preventing the disclosure of the contents of the large box, and as predicted by Amann [72] , many microbiologists continue to wonder anxiously "Who else is out there?" 
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